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IMPORTANT:   A z-table, t-table, and chi square table should be attached to this 
test!   Check before beginning this exam. 

 
1)   A very common mistake made among people outside of Philadelphia is that they 

confuse the University of Pennsylvania with Penn State University.  This horrible 
atrocity occurs about 60% of the time.  Assuming that people do not influence one 
another, what is the probability that at least two out of a random sample of five 
people from Tampa confuse Penn and Penn State? 

  
A) 162 / 625   C)  2853 / 3125  E)  NOTA 
B) 408 / 625   D)  2283 / 3125 

 
2)   If P(A│B) = P(B│A) but A and B are not independent events, which of the 

following could be values for P(A) and P(B)? 
 

I) P(A) = 0, P(B) = 0 
II) P(A) = .34, P(B) = .66 
III) P(A) = .99, P(B) = .99 

 
A) I only   C)  I, III   E)  NOTA 
B) III only   D)  I, II, III 

 
3)  Ms. Weaver, an AP Statistics teacher, wants to see how students at Palm Harbor 

University High School did on the AP Statistics exam last year.  If two other 
teachers taught AP Statistics to a total of 60 students, which method should Ms. 
Weaver use to collect data on the AP exam scores for Statistics? 

   
A) Voluntary Response Sample C)  Simple Random Sample E)  NOTA 
B) Census    D)  Probability Sample 

 
4)  Suppose the population for the baldness factor, which is a numerical measure on 

the interval (0, 100) with the high numbers representing increased baldness, is 
normally distributed.  Now the baldness factor population has a mean of 64 and a 
standard deviation of 7.  What is the chance that a randomly selected man has 
severe balding, which is a score ranging fro 75 to 86, exclusively?  Round to the 
nearest percent. 

 
A) 4%    C)  6%    E)  NOTA 
B) 5%    D)  12% 
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5) Refer to the information in the previous question.  Assuming that baldness factor 
for all males is a continuous distribution represented by (0, 100), what is the 
chance that my dad’s baldness score, which is a 99.8, is randomly selected from 
the population of all baldness scores of men? 

 
A)  8.4 X 10-4   C)  5.7 X 10-2   E)  NOTA 
B)  5.8 X 10-2   D)  1.1 X 10-1 

   
6)   Consider the following information and how the two statements below are able to 

answer the following question.  Note:  Do NOT answer the question stated below 
but choose the answer that gives the best description of statements (1)’s and (2)’s 
ability to answer it. 

 

Class Average Age  Number of Students 

A 15 years 6 

B 16 years 12 

 
Is the standard deviation of ages of students in class A greater than the standard 
deviation of ages of students in class B? 

 
(1) The difference between the ages of any two student’s in class A is always 

more than a year. 
(2) No student in class B is more than six months older than any other student in 

that class. 
  

A) Statement (1) is sufficient by itself to answer the above question but statement 
(2) is not sufficient 

B) Statement (2) is sufficient by itself to answer the above question but statement 
(1) is not sufficient 

C) Statements (1) and (2) when taken together are sufficient to answer the above 
question even though either statement by itself is not sufficient 

D) Either statements (1) or (2) by itself is sufficient to answer the above question 
E) NOTA 

 
7) If X is the average (arithmetic mean) of 6 numbers, which of the following cannot 

be true? 
 

I) All of the numbers are greater than X 
II) All of the numbers are less than or equal to X 
III) At least five of the are less than X 

 
A) I only   C)  I and II   E)  NOTA 
B) II only   D)  I and III 
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8) Amy is a pre-law student preparing to take the LSAT test, which is a multiple 
choice test to evaluate a student’s ability to reason.  She uses a special computer 
program to study.  The program randomly generates questions that Amy answers 
until she picks the incorrect choice for one of the questions.  At this point, the 
computer will explain to her why she missed the question.  Afterwards, she 
continues to answer another question in a similar manner as described before.  
Assuming that Amy has an equally likely chance of answering any randomly 
generated question when she starts, what probability distribution best describes 
this situation? 

 
A) Binomial   C)  Uniform   E)  NOTA 
B) Geometric   D)  Poisson  

 
9) A one tailed test would be most appropriate in which of the following situations? 
 

A) Taking the hypothesis that there is no significant difference between the 
productivity of two companies 

B) Taking the hypothesis that one process is significantly different from another 
C) Taking the hypothesis that more people attended the state convention last year 

than the year before 
D) Taking the hypothesis that one process is significantly worse than another  
E) NOTA 

 
10)  Mrs. Linder is a very sneaky lady and loves to give pop quizzes.  On Monday, she 

has an 80% of giving one, assuming that the Tampa Bay Buccaneers won the 
Sunday before.  She will normally give a pop quiz on Monday about 50% of the 
time.  Interestingly, the Buccaneers have a 95% chance of winning if Mrs. Linder 
gives a pop quiz the week before.  What is the probability that the Buccaneers win 
a random Sunday game (assume this value is constant and you have no 
information on when Mrs. Linder gave her last pop quiz? Round to 2 decimal 
places.  

 
A) .76    C)  .48    E)  NOTA 
B) .59    D)  .42 

 

11) A certain population follows a normal distribution with mean µ and standard 

deviation .5.2=σ   You collect data and test the following hypothesis:  H0: 
µ =17, HA: 17≠µ .  You then obtain a p-value of .034.  Which of the following 
then must be true? 

 
A) A 95% confidence interval will include the value 17 
B) A 95% confidence interval will include the value 15 
C) A 99% confidence interval will include the value 17 
D) A 99% confidence interval will include the value 15 
E) NOTA 
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12) If we define percentile as the percentage of people who a person did better than 
on a test, which of the following represents the interval of values that one’s 
percentile could be on the SAT test? 

 
A) [0, 100]   C)  (0, 100]  E)  NOTA 
B) [0, 100)   D)  (0, 100) 

 
13)   Bacteria in a hamburger are dispersed throughout the meat according to a Poisson 

distribution.  Suppose that a large batch of hamburger has an average 
contamination of .3 bacteria per gram.  Then the probability that a 10 g sample 
will contain one or fewer bacteria is: (Round to 4 decimal places) 

 
HINT: The formula for Poisson Distribution is:  

 P(X = k) = ( e-µ * µ k) / k!,  
 where e = 2.71..., µ = mean of sample, and k = 0, 1, 2, . . .  
 

A) .1991   C)  .7408  E)  NOTA 
B) .2222   D)  .9603 

 
Use the following information for questions 14 to 17. 
 
A regular bag of M&Ms is suppose to have an equal number of each color.  One day, 
Beth opens a bag that had 18 blue, 8 green, 15 red, 17 brown, 12 orange, and 16 yellow 
M&Ms.  She wanted to see if her bag is considered “normal” and performs the 
appropriate hypothesis test. 
 
14) What is the null hypothesis for Beth’s test? 
 

A) Each color M&Ms distribution is random and independent of the other’s 
distribution 

B) The number of M&Ms is not proportional to the number of colors 
C) Beth’s bag is not “normal” 
D) Each color has an equal number of M&Ms 
E) NOTA 

 
15) What is the hundredths place of Beth’s test statistic? 
 

A) 3    C)  5   E)  NOTA 
B) 4    D)  6 
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16)   Beth, who was recently hired to be the CEO of M&M Corporation, is now forced 
 to make an executive decision as to whether her bag is “normal” based on the 
 results of her hypothesis test.  Is Beth’s bag “normal” at a significance level 

 ?05.=α  What about ?01.=α  
 
A) Yes for both significance levels      

B) No for ,05.=α  Yes for 01.=α   

C) Yes for ,05.=α  No for 01.=α  
D) No for both significance levels 
E) NOTA 

 
17) What is the chance that Beth picks a blue M&M out her bag if she accidentally 

spilled 14 red M&Ms into the bag? 
 

A) .12    C)  .18   E)  NOTA 
B) .16    D)  .19 

 
18)    If the correlation between the numbers of packs smoked a day and the percentage 

of the lung affected by cancer tumors is .92, which of the following statements 
best interprets this value? 

 
A) A smoker has a probability of 92% of becoming diagnosed with lung cancer 
B) If a person smokes, he or she will most likely get lung cancer 
C) Smoking more and lung cancer tend to occur together in a person 
D) Lung cancer tends to occur more often in smokers than in non-smokers 
E) NOTA 

 
19)   A group of nutritionists is hoping to prove that a new soya bean compound has 

more protein per gram than roast beef, which has a mean protein content of 20.  A 
random sample of 5 batches of the soya compound have been tested, with the 
following results: 

 
Protein Content:  15, 22, 17, 19, 23 

 
What assumption(s) do we have to make in order to carry out a legitimate 
statistical test of the nutritionists’ claim? 

 
A)  The observations are from a normally distributed population 
B)  The mean protein content of the 5 batches follows a normal distribution 
C)  The variance of the population is known 
D)  Both (A) and (B) must be assumed 
E)  NOTA 
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20)   Refer to the previous question.  What are the appropriate statistical hypotheses 
and the observed value of the corresponding test statistic? 

 

A)  H0: 
µ =20, HA: 20<µ  and t* = 5/2.11/)202.19( −  

B)  H0: 
µ =20, HA: 20>µ  and t* = 5/2.11/)202.19( −  

C)  H0: 
µ =20, HA: 20>µ and z* = 5/2.11/)202.19( −  

D)  H0: 
µ =20, HA: 20<µ  and z* = 5/2.11/)202.19( −  

E)  NOTA 
 
21)   Suppose an independent research facility wishes to test if a feed Mr. Macfarlane 

developed increases the mean weight gain compared to the brand name feed.  At 
the conclusion of the experiment, it was found that the new feed gave a 10 kg 
bigger gain than the old feed.  A two sample t-test with the proper one sided 
alternatives was done and the resulting p-value was .082.  This means: 

 
A)  There is an 8.2% chance that the null hypothesis is true 
B)  There was only an 8.2% chance of observing an increase greater than 10 kg   
      (assuming the null hypothesis is true) 
C)  There was only an 8.2% chance of observing an increase greater than 10 kg    
      (assuming the null hypothesis is not true) 
D)  There is only an 8.2% chance of getting a 10 kg increase 
E)  NOTA 

 
22)  The following are percentages of fat found in 5 samples in each of two brands of 

ice cream. 
 

Brand A:   5.7 4.5 6.2 6.3 7.3 
Brand B: 6.3 5.7 5.9 6.4 5.1 

 
Which of the following is appropriate to test the hypothesis of equal average fat in 
the two types of ice cream?  Use the conservative estimate for the degrees of 
freedom.   

 
A)  Paired t-test with 5 degrees of freedom 
B)  Two sample t-test with 9 degrees of freedom 
C)  Paired t-test with 4 degrees of freedom 
D)  Two sample t-test with 4 degrees of freedom 
E)  NOTA 
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23) Look around at the other people taking this test (but don't cheat because then 
P(trophy in your future) = 0!) Let’s pretend that fifteen of you are selected at 
random.  What is the probability that at least two of the fifteen are born on the 
same day?  1 year = 365 days. 

  

 A)  10/1≈    C)  7/2≈    E)  NOTA 

 B)  4/1≈    D)  3/1≈  
 
24)   Rain and Jessi are both SAT teachers.  Unfortunately, Rain recently became sick 

and consequently his class’s performances suffered.  To help Rain out and make 
him appear more favorable to the manager, Jessi said she would combine her 
class’s scores with Rain’s class’s scores.  Now Rain’s class average on the SAT is 
1890 with a variance of 1000 points.  Jessi’s class average is a 2140 with a 
standard deviation of 70 points.  If the correlation between Rain’s class’s and 
Jessi’s class’s scores is .6, what is the standard deviation of the new combined 
distribution? 

 
 A)  76.6   C)  92.5   E)  NOTA 
 B)  85.0   D)  101.6 
 
25)   Mrs.  Bryzicki loves coffee a lot; in fact, she loves it almost too much.  Mrs. 

Bryzicki even has a secret recipe for a coffee based drink that will give her extra 
energy for the entire day.  Now on a survey that asked Mrs. Bryzicki to describe 
what is in her favorite drinks, which for her is the secret coffee energy drink, she 
lied and said it was Diet Coke.  Which of the following terms best describes this 
situation? 

 
 A)  Hidden Bias  C)  Placebo Effect  E)  NOTA   
 B)  Hawthrone Effect   D)  Response Bias 
 
26)  An insurance company issues a policy on a small boat under the following 

conditions:  The replacement cost ($5000) will be paid for a total loss, i.e. the boat 
is irreparable.  If the boat is not irreparable but the damage is more than $2000, 
then the insurance company will pay $1500 to the boat owner.  Nothing will be 
paid out for damages costing less than $2000.  The company estimates the 
probability of the first three events to be .02, .10 and .88, respectively.  What 
amount should the company charge if it wishes to make a profit of $50 over the 
expected amount paid out for any one claim in a year? 

 
 A)  $165   C)  $300   E)  NOTA 
 B)  $250    D)  $1200 
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27) Suppose the average score on this test is a 50 and the standard deviation is 10 
points.  If in order to receive a trophy you would have to be in the 90 %tile, what 
score would need in order to win one, assuming the scores are normally 
distributed?  Round to the nearest integer. 

  
 A)  62    C)  75    E)  NOTA 
 B)  63    D)  76 
 
28)   In order to obtain a valid confidence interval, what assumption must be made? 
 
 A)  We have a “large” random sample from a normal population. 

B)  We have a “large” random sample from some population (but it need not be a 
normal one because of the Central Limit Theorem). 

C) The population is normal (but we do not require a “large” random sample 
because of the Central Limit Theorem). 

D) The population size is “large” enough to make any sampling distribution 
approximately normal (because of the Central Limit Theorem). 

E) NOTA 
 
29) Which of the following is a quantitative variable? 
  

A) Gender   C)  Religious Affiliation  E)  NOTA 
B) Phone Number  D)  Color of FAMAT Trophies 

 
30)   Mrs. Piotrowski, a music buff, wants to estimate the percentage of students in 

Palm Harbor University who believe that Elvis is still alive.  How many students 
should she sample if she wants a 90% confidence interval that is less than 10 
percentage points wide?   

 
A) 68    C)  271   E)  NOTA 
B) 97    D)  385 
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Z -  Table 

 
T - Table 
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Chi-Square Table 
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